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Abstract
With the extensive digitization of archival films that have been occurring in 

recent years, historians will now begin to have far more access to compelling primary 
and secondary sources of footage to refer to in their works. These sources can be 
viewed in convenient formats such as DVDs or digital email files or internet links. 
There has also been a proliferation of short ‘new media’ clips in recent years as 
civilians continue to document their environment providing greater depth of coverage 
than ever before. It would thus behoove historians to tap into these resources in order 
to augment their research and bring to our attention images and evidences previously 
unexposed. It is hopefully just a matter of time before the technology to view film 
footage weaves itself seamlessly into the publishing formats of Visual Historians.  

While photographs have been used as primary and material evidence in the 
field of History, film, which is arguably a more evolved simulacrum of capturing the 
past, has been curiously absent. This essay argues for the inclusion of film as both a 
primary and a secondary source for historians, and investigates the issues around this 
persuasion.  We will  discuss  the  methodological  debates  surrounding  evidence and 
illustration in the inclusion of film in the study of history and will specifically address 
the problem of accurately citing film footage. The examples used shall be limited to 
Southeast  Asian  sources,  mostly  Indonesian,  but  the  conclusions  are  applicable 
generally. We will view short clips from Dutch East Indies colonial archives from the 
1920s,  Japanese  propaganda  films  from  the  1940s  and  contemporary  materials 
experienced via youtube and mms files during the course of this presentation.

Note: As this paper references film clips it ideally should be presented via an overhead 
projector connected to speakers.


